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Abstract:
The Indian car trade is that the fourth largest within the world with in 2017, it had been the
seventh largest manufacturer of business vehicles. Additionally, the growing interest of firms in
exploring rural markets has contributed to the expansion of the arena. Domestic automotive
production rose from seven to eighteen p.c to seven.08 percent. In FY 18, 29.07 million vehicles
were factory-made within the country. From Apr to Gregorian calendar month 2018, automobile
production enlarged by sixteen.69 p.c year-on-year to ten.88 million vehicle units. In this study,
the performance-based analysis was performed to grasp the plus and liability management of
Maruti Suzuki (Varun Motors) and also the growth and performance of Maruti Suzuki India Ltd
exploitation the measure-based calculations Analyze plus and liability management.
Keywords: Asset Liability Management,Risk-management,Risk
Introduction:
Asset Liability Management (ALM) may be a strategic approach to managing record dynamics
to maximize profit. This approach addresses the management of cyberspace interest margin to
make sure that the quantity and risk area unit in line with the come targets of the chance. If you
have got to outline quality and liability management while not going into its want and utility, it
may be outlined as a straightforward "money management" that has worth, will modification its
type terribly quickly, and has the capability to become its original one type to come form with or
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while not extra growth. The art of handling healthy cash is quality and liability management
(alm). The country's alleviation policies have semiconductor diode to revolutionary changes
within the business. There was a shift within the political approach from the historically
managed market regime to a free-market regime. This has placed the profit of the cooperative
harassed, forcing it to maneuver into new business areas to face new risks. With abundant of the
funds obtainable from external sources, management has taken on issues concerning the chance
of assets being impaired and therefore the management of such risks vital to them. though
cooperatives area unit ready to mobilize deposits, an outsized proportion of deposits area unit
pricey time deposits. The maturities of those time deposits haven't been properly matched with
the maturity dates of the assets created there from. The quality and Liability Management tool
provides a far better answer. Asset liability management (alm) This can be a way of allocating
varied assets to liabilities supported expected returns and therefore the expected maturity pattern
In the context of ALM is outlined as "a method of adjustment of liability to the wants of lenders,
liquidity wants and security". This leads to associate degree best worth over identical amount,
reducing the risks to that they're exposed and permitting the management of the assorted styles of
risks by keeping them at a suitable level.
Review of literature:
Asset-Liability Management (ALM) are often represented as a risk-management technique that
seeks to get affordable returns whereas maintaining a cushy far more than assets on the far side
liabilities. It takes account of interest rates, earning power and also the disposition to borrow, and
is so remarked as surplus management.
But over the past decade, the importance of ALM has evolved. it's currently employed in many
various ways in which in several contexts. ALM, originally developed by money establishments
and banks, is currently conjointly employed in trade. implementing, observation and rewriting
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quality and liability methods to attain money goals an explicit set of risk tolerances and

restrictions. "
They might assume liabilities - like deposits, life assurance or pensions. they might then invest
the issue of those liabilities in assets like loans, bonds or property. All of those assets and
liabilities were control at value. This obscure potential risks ensuing from the structure of assets
and liabilities.
Imagine a bank that lends 1Crore (100 lakhs) to six for a year and lends a similar cash to a highrated receiver for five years at seven-member. cyber web group action seems profitable - the
bank earns an expansion of one hundred basis points - however carries extensive risk. At the tip
of the year, the bank can need to realize new funding for the loan, which can be four years prior
to maturity. If interest rates have up, the bank could need to pay the next rate on the new funding
than the fastened seven-member it earns on its loan. For example, suppose that at the tip of a
year, associate applicable 4-year rate is V-day. The bank is in serious hassle. she is going to earn
seven-member of her loan, however would need to pay V-day of her loan. The demarcation
doesn't acknowledge this downside. supported step-up accounting, the bank would earn Rs one
hundred,000 within the 1st year, though it'll suffer a loss in previous years. One example that
caught the attention was the North American nation life assurance company the just. within the
early Nineteen Eighties, once the USD yield curve soared with short-run interest rates, the
corporate sold-out a series of long-run warranted rate contracts (GICs) that warranted interest
rates of around Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire for periods up to ten years. just then
endowed the assets within the short term to earn the high interest rates warranted for the
contracts. However, short-run interest rates before long fell. once just had to reinvest, he
couldn't even match the interest rates he acquired the GICs. the corporate was unfit. within the
finish it had to be demutualized and was confiscated by the AxaGroup. Increasingly, banks and
quality management firms targeted on the asset-liability risk. the matter wasn't that the worth of
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assets might fall or the worth of liabilities might rise. this might end in the capital being
employed up by reducing the distinction between assets and liabilities, which assets and
liabilities might not move at constant time.
Techniques for assessing the asset-liability risk:
This expedited techniques for managing gaps and adjusting the lifetime of assets and liabilities.
each approach has evidenced effective once assets and liabilities contain fastened money flows.
However, cancellable debt, home loans and mortgages, as well as defrayal and variable rate of
interest choices, bestowed issues that would not be addressed by gap analysis. The period
analysis might on paper approach them, however implementing sufficiently differentiated period
measurements was problematic. consequently, banks and insurance firms used the situation
analysis. Based on these assumptions, the performance of the company's record can be forecast
for every state of affairs. If the forecasted performance is poor below sure situations, the ALM
Committee adjusts assets or liabilities to the desired risk. contemplate the procedure for
sanctionative an advertisement loan. Then the receiver would be charged an explicit charge per
unit covering the credit risk. the largest downside of the state of affairs analysis, however, was
that it depended heavily on the selection of situations. additionally, several assumptions had to be
created regarding however sure assets or liabilities would evolve below sure situations.
Gradually, corporations saw potential for various varieties of risks that were unnoticed in ALM
analysis. release folks interest rates within the mid-1970s additionally forced banks to actively
arrange their record structure. Uncertainty regarding charge per unit movements LED to charge
per unit risk and prompted banks to seem for tactics to manage this risk. As a results of charge
per unit risk, liquidity risk and credit risk have emerged, that became inherent risk parts for
banks. Recognizing these risks has placed quality liability management at the middle of
monetary intervention. Today, stock exchange risk, that till a number of years past was
mentioned in barely a number of ALM company reports on a voluntary basis, is an imperative
part of ALM for many corporations. Some corporations have additional developed counterparty
credit risk, country risk, and products style and value risk as a part of their overall ALM
approach. Today, a corporation has many reasons for implementing ALM. a number of the
business reasons that corporations offer for implementing an efficient ALM framework square
measure competitive advantage and business price improvement.
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Objectives for the study:
1. To review the idea of quality & LIABILITY MANAGEMENT at Maruti Suzuki Asian
country Ltd (Varun Motors).
2. To review the method of money INFLOWS and OUTFLOWS in Maruti Suzuki Asian
country Ltd
3. To Study of Risk Management at Maruti Suzuki Asian country Ltd
4. To review the ALM reserve cycle below Maruti Suzuki Asian country Ltd
5. To Investigation of the functions and objectives of the committee of Maruti Suzuki Asian
country Ltd.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
My study of ALM Management is based on Secondary Data Collection: Data Collected from
books regarding journal, and management containing relevant information about ALM and Other
main sources were Annual report of the Maruti Suzuki India Ltd, Published report of the Maruti
Suzuki India Ltd, RBI guidelines for ALM.
Tools used for data analysis

Return on Assets (ROA) =

Net Income
---------------------------------Average Total Assets

Return on Equity (ROE) =

Net Income
-------------------------------------------Average Stockholders' Equity

Return on Common Equity =

Net Income
-------------------------------------------Average Common Stockholders' Equity
Net Income

Profit margin
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Data Analysis:

Automobile Production Trends
Category

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

32,31,058

30,87,973

32,21,419

34,65,045

38,01,670

4010373

8,32,649

6,99,035

6,98,298

7,86,692

8,10,253

894551

8,39,748

8,30,108

9,49,019

9,34,104

7,83,721

1021911

1,57,44,156

1,68,83,049 1,84,89,311 1,88,30,227 1,99,33,739

23147057

2,06,47,611

2,15,00,165 2,33,58,047 2,40,16,068 2,53,29,383 2,90,73,892

Passenger
Vehicles
Commercial
Vehicles
Three
Wheelers
Two
Wheelers
Grand
Total

2018

Share
Reserves
Capital and
0% 0% Total Share Application Net 2%
Capital Liabilities:
Money Worth Deposits
Equity Share
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
9%
Contingent Capital
0%
Liabilities
Borrowings
21%

4%

Total Debt
13%

Total Assets
16%

Accumulated
Depreciation
Other Liabilities
0%
& Provisions
Net
Blockwith Cash &
Balance
1%
0%
Banks, Other
Balances
Money
at
Assets
with
RBI
Advances
Investments Assets Total Liabilities
1% 1%
Call
9%
0%
16%
5%
1%
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Automobile Exports Trends
4,500,000
4,000,000
3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
0

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Passenger Vehicles

559,414

596,142

621,341

653,053

758,727

747,287

Commercial Vehicles

80,027

77,050

86,939

103,124

108,271

96,867

Three Wheelers

303,088

353,392

407,600

404,441

271,894

381,002

Two Wheelers

1,956,378

2,084,000

2,457,466

2,482,876

2,340,277

2,815,016

Grand Total

2,898,907

3,110,584

3,573,346

3,643,494

3,479,169

4,040,172

Findings

ALM technique aims to manage market risks. the target is to stabilize and improve web interest
financial gain (NII), i.e. H. 13800,29 for 2018.Implementing ALM as a risk management tool
mistreatment maturity profiles and GAP analysis. The gap worth for 2016-18 is twenty four.84%
ALM provides a disciplined decision-making framework for s whereas protective the extent of
risk. After-tax profit for this year 2018 was one,522.93 kroner thanks to the decline in trade.PAT
is in AN increasing trend from 2013 to 2014 thanks to higher commerce costs and lower
commerce prices. Service prices redoubled by a pair of.48% in 2016 and 2018, because the PAT
sales volume redoubled considerably, leading to a better EPS, that stands at forty-seven.01% in
2017.
Suggestions
They ought to strengthen their management system (MIS) and their pc process capabilities to
accurately live the liquidity and charge per unit risks in their books. Within the short term, web
interest financial gain or web interest margin (NIM) creates associate degree amount that
involves upgrading existing systems and application software package to realize higher and a lot
of impermanent levels. Make certain to bear in mind of the events that have an effect on the in
operation surroundings and act consequently to avoid unwanted risks. Maruti Suzuki desires
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associate degree economical human and technological infrastructure which will within the future
result in a sleek integration of the danger management method with effective business methods.
Conclusion
The aim of ALM isn't essentially to eliminate or maybe minimize the danger. the quantity of risk
depends on the comeback demand and also the goals of the corporate. Money objectives and risk
tolerances area unit usually determined by the company's management and reviewed from time
to time. All sources of risk area unit known for all assets and liabilities. The risks area unit
counteracted into their parts and also the underlying causes of every element area unit evaluated.
Relationships between totally different risks and / or external factors are known. The danger
exposure is quantified. Supported changes within the parts. Most expected loss for a given
confidence interval in an exceedingly given set of scenarios; By distributing the results for a
given set of simulated element eventualities over time. Regular measure and observance of risk
exposure is needed. in exceedingly dynamic surroundings wherever the company's risk tolerance
and money goals amendment, existing ALM methods could now not be applicable. So, these
methods got to be frequently reviewed and adjusted. A formal, documented communication
method is especially necessary during this step.
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